In the encounter with variance: a study about the production of subjectivity of the caregiver of disabled people and the resulting implication in the care addressed to the people with disabilities
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In the act of caring, it was highly propagated as important the focus on the individual who is being nurtured and the needs that could appear while establishing a relationship during the care process with the caregiver. In this work, our focus is directed to the caregiver, making it possible to give visibility to which senses, values and beliefs are present in the conduction of the caregiver’s life and that, in the dialogue with the current speeches in society, try to capture them from roles that blur the production of their subjectivity. In these terms, human relations can be built and rebuilt at all times and any dogmatic types of relation can generate limitations of senses and existential suffering.

General: Understand the production of subjectivity of the caregiver of people with impairments in the encounter with the individual with disabilities to be nurtured.

Specific: Analyze the senses that permeate the relationship between the caregiver and the person with disability; Investigate the unveiled senses in the work and emotional relations between the caregiver and the person with disability; Identify the senses that emerge from the relationship of the caregiver and the family members of the disabled person; Investigate the unveiled senses in the relationship between the caregiver and the disabled person, being a kid, adolescent, adult or elderly person. The orienting methods of the research will be Cartography and Phenomenology, also being adopted semi-open interviews, as well as systematic review of literature. The anticipated results can identify the presence of the referred dogmatic relations and the results found will be publicized through the publication of articles and presentations in congresses.
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